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With the Eurol transmission flushmachine, cleaning and changing the 
automatic transmission oil becomes simple and efficient. Due to the 
automatic detection of the oil flow, no extra steps are required, such as 
changing hoses by the technician. New and used oil are weighed 
automatically.

The variable oil pump adapts its speed to the flow of each specific 
transmission, ensuring there is enough oil present. Due to the user-
friendly menu (available in nine languages), our machine is 
straightforward and easy to use. During the cleaning process, Eurol 
Transmission Flush additive is automatically mixed to the used oil. 

This additive, which does not contain aggressive solvents, removes 
contamination from piping, cooler, torque converter and other 
transmission parts. By flushing with new oil, the old oil including 
contamination will be flushed out of the transmission. Resulting in a 
clean transmission that keeps perfect shifting gears that will stay in good 
condition.
SPECIFICATIONS:
·Suitable for all automatic transmissions, AT, CVT, DCT

·Display with user-friendly menu available in nine languages, English, 
Spanish, French, Italian, Romanian, Montenegrin, Finnish, Norwegian.

·Automatic detection of the oil flow with oil temperature sensor

·Variable flow pump, which automatically adjust the flow speed to any 
type of transmission

·High quality connectors for most car
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Description

Full Automatic ATF Machine


